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family planning and islamic jurisprudence - family planning and islamic jurisprudence azizah y. al-hibri,
j.d., ph.d. i am very pleased to have the opportunity today to address you on issues of family planning from an
islamic jurisprudential point of view. to understand this point of view, we need to understand the basic
framework for such jurisprudence. first and foremost, the basic text providing guidance on all islamic matters
is the ... position of islam on family planning and the use of ... - number of islamic jurists and other
islamic group oppose family planning and contraceptive use on two grounds; first, they believe that withdrawal
or any practice that prevents pregnancy is infanticide which is repeatedly condemned and prohibited in the
qur'an. 14 for instance, is family planning permitted by islam? the issue of a ... - is family planning
permitted by islam? the issue of a woman's right to contraception riffat hassan sources of the islamic tradition
before one can speak meaningfully about family planning in the con- lessons from islamic countries faithtoactionetwork - keywords: family planning, contraception, islam, pakistan. introduction the
introduction of modern contraceptives, the restructuring of family planning (fp) programmes, and
endorsements and international agreements on birth spacing, all have given new impulses to old paradigms on
the subject. in this very context, muslims and islamic countries have always been under debate and critique ...
family planning and islam: a review - muslims on contraception and were essential instruments of
argument in later islamic thought on contraception. there is a sufficient number of ahadith on contraception.
islam and family planning - hivhealthclearinghouse.unesco - planning and modern contraception. it
reviews islamic jurisprudence and justifications for it reviews islamic jurisprudence and justifications for
sanctioning family planning.
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